The role of ethics in publications is a significant one; it cannot be overemphasized. All too often, while reviewing manuscripts, weakness and inconsistencies become apparent: to what extent is this due to high-speed digital communications?
As recently as in the late 1980s, novice authors (which some of us were) took great pains to ensure the originality of data and expression and fidelity of citations before internally submitting work to our senior authors, who in turn, would keep a beady eye on all essential details being scrupulously correct in every shape and form before a manuscript was submitted by post. The process took its time: acknowledgment of the manuscript, referee responses, revisions for hopeful acceptances, and, finally, acceptance. Such acceptance came in the form of a post card (cheapest form of postal communications), which often triggered off a hunt for funds to pay for additional reprints. Authors were duly proud of manuscripts being accepted; indeed, it was an honor to be cited. Published work (Letters to the Editor included) could trigger correspondence from colleagues, which led to development of thoughts and, occasionally, even friendships that led to collaboration. At all times, authors took great care to check and recheck details to ensure the fidelity of words, figures, and, most of all, citations. Then the pressure to publish began to increase: in some countries, successful PhD candidates after defending their thesis must successfully publish work in a journal with an impact factor before receiving their degrees. This requirement would have loaded another year perhaps in the life of a doctoral candidate.
Today, technology assures high-speed communication and high fidelity with less author effort in the form of End Note or RefMan; the best illustrations, sometimes videos, are reproduced with the highest quality in journals. Developments in word processor technology render it easy to edit out misspellings and grammatical errors; however, none of these advancements ensures that similarities with previously reported work do not appear: this relies on an author's integrity, often raising the ugly head of plagiarism.
Authors seek to change the authorship of communications at will: authors are dropped or introduced during revisions and sometimes without informing the editorial office. To what extent is all this the result of advances in high-speed communication? Is this a direct result of the "publish or perish" mentality that developed in the 1980s? Are the greater number of journals including ones that offer open access also a contributing factor? The impelling drive to publish is not only for authors but also for institutions, funding bodies, and, not the least, industry: if this drive is greater, then, that should help promote the research narrative that is linked closely with innovation. Speedier communications and greater access are great facilitators: it is however incumbent on authors to ensure the fidelity of the data as well as citations. As part of its process, International Journal of Lower Extremity Wounds checks manuscripts thoroughly to further its authors: this can and sometimes does affect processing time. However, when time to publication is balanced against high-quality data, the scales tip in favor of publication quality in this editorial office.
This issue of International Journal of Lower Extremity Wounds, in addition to its usual features, reports 2 exciting innovations. Gatt and colleagues have successfully used thermal imaging to discriminate higher temperatures in neuroischemic toes. 1 Presently, the neuroischemic feet are recognized using Doppler measurements of ABI; this report offers prospects of preventing ulceration. In another report, Arjunan et al used an optical technique to conduct highresolution spectral analysis to identify bacterial signatures in infected wounds in patients with the diabetic foot.
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